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Abstract
This paper describes a simple, non-parametric variant of area under the re-
ceiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC), which we call half-AUC
(HAUC). By measuring AUC in two halves: rst when the true positive
rate (TPR) is greater than the true negative rate (TNR) and then when
TPR is less than TNR, we obtain a measure of a classier's overall sensitiv-
ity (HAUCSe) and specicity (HAUCSp) respectively. We show that these
HAUC measures can be interpreted as the probability of correct ranking
under the constraint that one class must have a higher detection rate than
the other. We then go on to describe application domains where this con-
straint is appropriate and hence where HAUC may be superior to AUC. We
show examples where HAUC discriminates ROC curves both when one curve
dominates another and when the curves cross, but have an equivalent AUC.
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1. Introduction1
The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is a plot of a clas-2
sier's true positive rate (TPR) against false positive rate (FPR) at vari-3
ous operating points as a decision threshold or misclassication cost is var-4
ied (Fawcett, 2006; Swets et al., 2000). Over the past fteen years ROC5
analysis has become established as an important tool for classier evalua-6
tion (Bradley, 1997). This is especially the case in biomedical applications7
where TPR and FPR can be directly related to the clinically meaningful8
measures of sensitivity (TPR) and specicity (1 - FPR), which is equivalent9
to the true negative rate (TNR).10
The most commonly used single number summary of a ROC curve, the11
area under the ROC curve (AUC), estimates the probability that a classica-12
tion model, m, will rank (score) a randomly chosen positive instance higher13
than a randomly chosen negative instance, i.e., P (sp > sn). Here, sk = m(x)14
is the \score" produced by a model for an instance of class k 2 fp; ng using15
the feature vector x. However, as AUC estimates P (sp > sn) it is a measure16
of the ranking performance of a classier only (Flach et al., 2011; Berrar17
and Flach, 2012; Hernandez-Orallo et al., 2012). Importantly, the statistical18
interpretation of AUC relies on an implicit alternative (Berrar and Flach,19
2012) and so the probability of correct ranking only has meaning when the20
evaluation of the classier is undertaken on a test set consisting of both pos-21
itive and negative instances. In practice, end-users are primarily concerned22
with a classier's performance on a single instance of unknown class. In this23
case, error rate, sensitivity and specicity have meaning; how that instance24
is ranked against a hypothetical alternative does not (Hilden, 1991).25
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A fundamental limitation of AUC is that it is estimated over the whole26
ROC curve and so averages performance over all possible operating points27
(even ones we know we will never utilise). This is particularly problematic28
when the dierences between two ROC curves occur only over a small range of29
operating points. Classic examples of this problem occur when two dierent,30
but crossing, ROC curves have a similar AUC or when an AUC of 0.5 is31
obtained from a classier that is not performing random labelling (Hilden,32
1991). These issues have recently been described and referred to as the33
early retrieval problem and the fallacy of the undistributed middle (Berrar34
and Flach, 2012). Therefore, unless one classier dominates another over all35
operating points, AUC will not be a sensitive test of the superiority of one36
ROC curve over another (Drummond and Holte, 2006; Hand, 2009). Here,37
dominate is taken to mean that one classier has a higher TPR for all FPR,38
a condition that appears to occur rarely in practice (Bradley, 1997; Hand,39
2009). Put another way, equivalent AUCs are a necessary, but not sucient,40
condition for the equivalence of two ROC curves (Bradley, 2013).41
It has been argued that it is \fundamentally incoherent" to compare dif-42
ferent classier types using AUC as they eectively use dierent misclassica-43
tion costs to generate the ROC curve (Hand, 2009; Hand and Anagnostopou-44
los, 2012). Again, there is an issue of calculating AUC over the whole curve,45
using inappropriate misclassication cost ratios ranging from 0 to 1. The46
proposed H measure, an extension of that proposed in (Hand, 2005), has two47
clear advantages: misclassication costs are the same between classiers and48
are limited in range. A number of other alternatives to ROC curves have49
also been developed, including cost curves (Drummond and Holte, 2006),50
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frequency-scaled and expected-utility ROC curves (Hilden, 1991). However,51
ROC curves are a well-used and well-understood methodology and so we must52
be careful not to reject them because of issues with their most commonly ap-53
plied single number summary (AUC) (Hilden, 1991; Berrar and Flach, 2012;54
Bradley, 2013). Therefore, in this paper we propose a simple methodology to55
limit the range of operating points/misclassication costs over which AUC56
is measured. This has the advantage of focusing the evaluation to a lim-57
ited range of operating points, appropriate to the application domain, where58
either a sensitive of specic classier is preferred.59
As argued in (Hand, 2009), we rarely know the misclassication costs for60
a specic application domain, but we often have \some idea of likely values."61
For example, in cancer detection we often know that it is more costly to mis-62
classify a malignant case as benign (a false negative) than the reverse (a false63
positive). The precise costs will be dependent upon a wide variety of factors64
including: the type of cancer, the regularity of the testing program, patient65
demographics, and whether this is a public or private health care program.66
But we do know that it is highly likely that the cost of a false negative will67
be greater than that of a false positive. In addition, we also know, in this68
case, that the prior probability of detecting a positive (malignant) case will69
be signicantly lower than the prior probability of detecting a negative (be-70
nign) case. Traditionally, this kind of domain specic knowledge has been71
used to dene a sub-set of likely operating points over which to measure a72
partial-AUC (Dodd and Pepe, 2003; Landgrebe et al., 2006), e.g., with an73
FPR between 0.1 and 0.3. However, this approach still requires the selection74
of precise operating points, which is both dicult and potentially arbitrary.75
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In this paper we propose a variation on partial-AUC, which we call half-76
AUC (HAUC) as it measures AUC over half of the ROC curve only. The77
application domain then denes whether we desire a classier that is sensi-78
tive, in which case we measure HAUCSe, where TPR > TNR, or a classier79
that is specic, in which case we measure HAUCSp, where TNR > TPR.80
This has the advantage of focusing the evaluation primarily on one of the81
two dimensions of the ROC curve (sensitivity or specicity) and produces82
a scalar measure of performance extracted from either the sensitive or spe-83
cic half of the ROC curve. In addition, if we compare these two half-AUCs84
we can distinguish classiers that produce ROC curves that are \balanced"85
and so perform equally well when ranking cases above and below the TPR86
= TNR operating point, from classiers that are \unbalanced" and perform87
better when TPR > TNR or vice versa. This is something that partial-AUC88
cannot do directly.89
The paper is organised as follows: rst we briey dene the ROC curve,90
AUC and partial-AUC. Next we go on to propose a variant of partial-AUC,91
which we refer to as half-AUC (HAUC), which is dened as the area above92
(HAUCSe) or below (HAUCSp) the diagonal line TPR = (1 - FPR), where93
AUC = HAUCSe + HAUCSp. We illustrate the ecacy of this technique94
with two examples: the rst consists of two crossing ROC curves that have95
an equivalent AUC, where one has high sensitivity while the other high speci-96
city; the second is a breast cancer diagnosis dataset where one classier is97
more sensitive than the other.98
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2. Preliminaries99
2.1. ROC Curves100
The empirical ROC curve is the plot of Rn(s) = 1 Fn(s) versus Rp(s) =101
1   Fp(s) on a test set of instances with known class membership (Hilden,102
1991; Campbell, 1994; Hand, 2009). Here Rk(s) is the reliability (survivor)103
function and Fk(s) the cumulative density function (CDF) of the classier104
scores for negative and positive instances. An instance is classied as positive105
if the given score s is greater than some decision threshold (s > t) and106
negative otherwise. In terms of the score densities fk(s) this gives the true107
positive rate (TPR) as Rp(t) =
R1
t fp(s)ds = P (s > t j p) and the false108
positive rate (FPR) as Rn(t) =
R1
t fn(s)ds = P (s > t jn).109
2.2. AUC110
The area under the ROC curve is dened as (Flach et al., 2011; Hand,111
2009)112
AUC = 1 
Z 1
0
Fp(s)dFn(s) = 1 
Z 1
 1
Fp(s)fn(s)ds; (1)
which, assuming Rn is invertible, can be written in terms of the FPR,  , as113
AUC =
Z 1
0
Rp

R 1n ()

d: (2)
This clearly illustrates that AUC comes from integrating over all  2 (0; 1),114
i.e., over all false positive rates from 0 to 1.115
Partial-AUC is the area under the ROC curve between two \relevant"116
false positive rates 0 and 1 (Dodd and Pepe, 2003)117
AUC(0; 1) =
Z 1
0
Rp

R 1n ()

d: (3)
Suitable values for 0 and 1 are application dependent.118
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3. Half-AUC119
We dene the upper half-AUC as120
HAUCSe =
Z 1
e
Rp

R 1n ()

d   (1  e)
2
2
(4)
where e is the false positive rate of the operating point where the true121
positive and true negative rates are equal, i.e., TPR = TNR = (1 - FPR). In122
this way, e will always relate to an operating point that lies on the diagonal123
line (0; 1) to (1; 0).124
The lower half-AUC can then be dened as125
HAUCSp =
Z e
0
Rp

R 1n ()

d +
(1  e)2
2
: (5)
From 4 and 5 it can be seen that AUC = HAUCSe +HAUCSp.126
The advantage of HAUC over partial-AUC is that it requires only a single127
false positive rate (e), rather than two (0 and 1). Importantly, e is xed128
by the ROC curve, being dened as the operating point where FPR = 1 -129
TPR. Therefore, e is classier dependent, not application dependent. The130
only application dependent decision that needs to be made, is whether one131
prefers a classier with high sensitivity, in which case HAUCSe is used, or132
high specicity, when HAUCSp is used.133
3.1. Interpretation of HAUC134
An interpretation of HAUC can be formulated in the same way as that135
for partial-AUC (Dodd and Pepe, 2003). Again, assuming sp and sn are con-136
tinuous random (score) variables with reliability functions Rp(s) and Rn(s),137
partial-AUC is the joint probability that sp > sn and that sn results in a138
TPR > TNR139
AUC(e) = P

sp > sn; sn  R 1n (e)

(6)
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This can be written as a weighted conditional expectation140
AUC(e) = eP

sp > sn j sn  R 1n (e)

(7)
Restricting the true positive, rather than the false positive, range can be141
achieved by rotating the ROC curve by 270 to form a specicity-ROC142
curve (Dodd and Pepe, 2003).143
AUCTP (e) = eP

Sp > Sn jSp  R 1p (e)

(8)
Finally, it is apparent from 4, 5 and Figure 1 that144
AUC = AUC(e) + AUC
TP (e) + (1  e)2 (9)
HAUCSe = AUC
TP (e)  (1  e)
2
2
(10)
HAUCSp = AUC(e) +
(1  e)2
2
: (11)
Therefore, both HAUCSe and HAUCSp and can be interpreted as being145
proportional to the probability of correct ranking under the constraint that146
one class must have a higher detection rate than the other. In addition,147
half-AUC, as dened in 10 and 11, is perhaps more intuitive than measuring148
partial-AUC above and below e as it ensures that for ROC curves that are149
symmetric about the operating point at e: HAUCSe = HAUCSp. This is150
done by sharing the (1  e)2 term in 9 between 10 and 11.151
3.2. Expected loss152
The expected loss of a classier Qc(t) at a decision threshold t can be153
dened as (Flach et al., 2011; Hand, 2009)154
Qc(t) = cnnRn(t) + cppFp(t) (12)
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Figure 1: A ROC curve with diagonal line TPR = 1 - FPR and the operating point dened
by e () marked.
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where ck is the misclassication cost of an example of class k and k is the155
prior probability of class k, where n + p = 1.156
From 12 we can see that in the case of rare event detection, where we157
know that cp > cn and p < n, the misclassications costs and class priors158
\contradict" each other and so we don't know whether the product cnn will159
be greater or less than cpp. While the ROC curve and AUC are both in-160
variant to prior probabilities (Fawcett, 2006), the threshold t that produces161
the minimum loss for given misclassication costs ck varies with prior proba-162
bility (Hernandez-Orallo et al., 2012; Landgrebe et al., 2006). Therefore, as163
soon as we select a threshold, or range of thresholds, we are implicitly xing164
the cost-prior product ckk or restricting it to a limited range of (relevant)165
values (Dodd and Pepe, 2003). Therefore, nding the operating point where166
TPR = TNR and then calculating the area under the curve above and below167
this point can be seen as a pragmatic decision to limit the range of ckk so168
that we measure the ranking performance of the classier for sensitive thresh-169
olds only (where TPR > TNR) or specic thresholds only (where TNR >170
TPR). Again, it is the application domain that determines whether we prefer171
a specic or a sensitive classier.172
Alternatively, if we dene the cost ratio as c = cn=(cn + cp), we can173
normalise the cost-prior product into a single skew parameter (Hernandez-174
Orallo et al., 2012)175
z =
cn
cn + (1  c)p (13)
Thus we can redene expected loss in terms of skew176
Qz(t) = zRn(t) + (1  z)Fp(t) (14)
Clearly 14 assumes that the priors and costs are no longer independent, but,177
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as argued in (Hernandez-Orallo et al., 2012), this is a reasonable assumption178
as typically higher class imbalance implies a higher cost ratio. Again, in179
the example of rare event detection, where the positive instances are (by180
denition) rare, we would typically desire the FNR to be lower than the FPR,181
as false negatives are more costly. In fact, the rarer these positive instances182
are, the more costly it is likely to be not to detect them (Hernandez-Orallo183
et al., 2012). Clearly having FNR < FPR implies that TPR > TNR and so184
for rare event detection we require a sensitive classier. Therefore, HAUCSe185
is an appropriate measure of performance as 4 only integrates performance186
over the range of operating points where TPR > TNR.187
Another interpretation of half-AUC comes from the rate-uniform and188
rate-driven threshold choice methods analysed in Hernandez-Orallo et al.189
(2012). Specically, they show that expected loss for uniform skews (U0;1)190
using the rate-driven threshold choice method is linearly related to AUC191
LrdU(z) = (1  2AUC)=4 + 1=3 (15)
Here, the rate-driven threshold choice method uses information about the192
skew, z, to select a decision threshold, t, in such a way that we get a de-193
sired rate of positive predictions (predicted positive rate) equal to z. Using194
this information to select a threshold reduces the expected loss by 1/6 when195
compared to the rate-uniform threshold choice, which is a worst-case eval-196
uation, as it assumes all skews are equally likely (Hernandez-Orallo et al.,197
2012). Therefore, half-AUC can be interpreted as an improvement on the198
rate-uniform threshold choice method that selects a threshold from a uniform199
distribution over a restricted range of possible skews. That is, for HAUCSe200
we select t  U0;ze and for HAUCSp we select t  Uze;1, where ze is the201
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skew at the operating point where TPR = 1 - te. This implies that we do202
have some information about suitable operating points at deployment time,203
i.e., that we prefer to either operate on the upper half of the ROC curve,204
where TPR > TNR, or on the lower half of the curve, where TPR < TNR.205
This also implies that this restricted rate-uniform threshold choice method206
(some knowledge of skew) will have an expected loss in-between that of the207
rate-uniform (no knowledge of skew) and rate-driven (perfect knowledge of208
skew) threshold choice methods.209
4. Examples210
A real-world example where a sensitive classier is preferred is a universal211
screening test, such universal neonatal hearing screening (UNHS). Here (ide-212
ally) no false negatives can be tolerated, as child with a hearing impairment213
will go undiagnosed and untreated. However, false positives are more ac-214
ceptable as they will be eventually corrected by a series of low-risk follow-up215
tests (Wrightson, 2007). While we are unlikely to have precise knowledge of216
the costs or priors in this application (and indeed they are likely to vary over217
time, country or hospital), we do know that p would typically be around218
1% (Wrightson, 2007) and the cost ratio, c, might be 1:10 or less. This219
implies that, in this case, we should measure expected loss over a range of220
skews from zero to  0:9. While this does not imply that 0.9 is the actual221
value of ze, the range of values indicates that HAUCSe is an appropriate222
performance measure as it evaluates the classier over a range of decision223
thresholds, where TPR > TNR, which are plausible for a rare event detec-224
tion application such as UNHS. Put another way, for rare event detection we225
desire a sensitive classier and so we should only evaluate performance over226
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a set of decision thresholds that result in a classier that is more sensitive227
than it is specic.228
An example where a specic classier is preferred is the prediction of229
post-operative bleeding (Bradley et al., 1994). Here a false positive could230
lead to inappropriate treatment with procoagulants, with potentially dire231
consequences for the patient. Again, likely values for p would typically be232
around 25% (Bradley et al., 1994) and the cost ratio, c, might be 10:1 or233
greater. This implies that we should measure expected loss over a range of234
skews from  0:96 to one. Again, it is not the specic value of the skew that235
is important here, rather the range of values implied by operating at a set of236
plausible decision thresholds where TNR > TPR. Therefore, HAUCSp can237
be seen to be appropriate for the evaluation of a specic classier required238
for the prediction of post-operating bleeding.239
4.1. Crossing ROC curves240
Figure 2 demonstrates (unbalanced) empirical ROC curves from two clas-241
siers Y and Z that not only cross, but have exactly the same AUC (0.78).242
In this example, taken from (Bradley, 2013), the scores from classier Y are243
N (0; 1) for the negative class and N (1; 1
3
) for the positive. For classier Z244
the distributions are swapped and negated so that they are N ( 1; 1
3
) for245
the negative class and N (0; 1) for the positive. This results in the classiers246
having the same minimum (Bayes) error rate, with TPRY = 1 - FPRZ and247
FPRY = 1 - TPRZ . In both cases there are 140 instances in each class.248
Figure 2 shows that in order to determine if classier Y performs better249
than Z depends on whether the application domain requires that we operate250
at a high TPR (where Y is preferred) or low FPR (where Z is preferred). Ta-251
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Figure 2: Crossing ROC curves for classiers Y and Z showing the line TPR = (1 - FPR).
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ble 1 shows that, while Y and Z have the same AUC (0.778), classier Y has252
high sensitivity and so has a larger HAUCSe (0.426 versus 0.353) while clas-253
sier Z has high specicity and so has larger HAUCSp (0.435 versus 0.343).254
Therefore, the half-AUC can clearly detect and discriminate classiers with255
high sensitivity, but low specicity (or vice versa). However, without knowl-256
edge of the application domain we still know whether to prefer the sensitive257
classier (Y ) or the specic classier (Z) and so typically you would only258
estimate either HAUCSp or HAUCSe as appropriate.259
Table 1: AUC and HAUC for classiers Y and Z from Figure 2.
Classier AUC HAUCSp HAUCSe
Y 0.778 0.353 0.426
Z 0.778 0.435 0.343
Figure 3 shows another example of crossing ROC curves. Again there are260
140 instances per class, but now the scores from classier Y areN (0; 1) for the261
negative class and N (2; 1) for the positive. For classier Z the negative class262
is unchanged but the positive is N (2; 1
3
). Table 2 shows that, while Y and Z263
have approximately the same AUC ( 0:93) and HAUCSp ( 0:46), classier264
Z has a higher sensitivity and so has a larger HAUCSe (0.491 versus 0.456).265
Therefore, in applications such as rare event detection half-AUC would detect266
and discriminate classiers with similar AUC, but higher sensitivity.267
Table 2: AUC and HAUC for classiers Y and Z from Figure 3.
Classier AUC HAUCSp HAUCSe
Y 0.920 0.464 0.456
Z 0.949 0.458 0.491
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Figure 3: Crossing ROC curves for classiers Y and Z showing the line TPR = (1 - FPR).
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4.2. Breast cancer detection268
Figure 4 demonstrates empirical ROC curves from two classiers Y and269
Z, where Y dominates Z. In this example, the scores from classiers Y and270
Z are estimated by merging the posterior probabilities obtained using 10-271
fold cross validation (Fawcett, 2006; Bradley, 1997). Classier Y is a linear272
discriminant function, while Y a quadratic discriminant function, both are273
trained and tested on the same data set (699 samples in total) and all (nine)274
features of the two-class (benign, malignant) Wisconsin breast cancer dataset275
is used (Frank and Asuncion, 2010).276
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Figure 4: Empirical ROC curves for the classiers Y and Z, Wisconsin breast cancer data.
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Table 3: AUC and HAUC for classiers Y and Z, Wisconsin breast cancer data.
Classier AUC HAUCSp HAUCSe
Y 0.994 0.495 0.499
Z 0.984 0.486 0.498
Table 3 shows that while classier Y has a larger AUC than Z (0.994277
versus 0.984), they have similar HAUCSe (0.499 versus 0.498). However,278
classier Y also has a higher specicity and so has a larger HAUCSp (0.495279
versus 0.486). To conrm these observations a non-parametric Wilcoxon280
signed-rank test (Zar, 1999, Section 9.5) was performed to test the null hy-281
potheses that the dierences between the AUC, HAUCSe and HAUCSp pro-282
duced by classiers Y and Z come from a distribution with a median of283
zero. Here, AUC and HAUC are estimated for each of the ten independent284
test sets, which were merged to construct the empirical ROC curve in Fig-285
ure 4. As each classier estimates the posterior probability of each sample286
we have repeated measurements or `paired' data and so the Wilcoxon test287
is appropriate. On this data, at the  = 0:05 level of signicance, we were288
unable to reject the null hypothesis that classiers Y and Z produce equiv-289
alent HAUCSe, i.e., have a dierence with median zero. However, for AUC290
and HAUCSp we were able to reject the null hypothesis with probability291
p = 0:0137 and p = 0:0195 respectively. This shows that while AUC can292
detect that classier Y is superior to X, HAUC oers the additional insight293
this dierence only occurs over the specic half of the ROC curve where294
TNR > TPR. Put another way, the measured HAUCSp for classiers X and295
Y are likely to be dierent, while the measured HAUCSe are not. Therefore,296
classier Y is only superior to X in application domains that are likely to297
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operate in regions where TNR > TPR. Breast cancer detection, being a rare298
event detection problem, requires a sensitive classier and so HAUCSe tells299
us that for this application, where at deployment the classier will operate300
at TPR > TNR, both classiers are likely to be equivalent.301
5. Discussion302
Equations 9, 10 and 11 show that there is a direct link between AUC,303
partial-AUC and half-AUC. However, the examples in Figures 2 and 4 demon-304
strate that HAUC oers additional insight into classier evaluation. Unlike305
AUC, half-AUC can discriminate ROC curves that cross, not just curves306
that dominate. While partial-AUC can also do this, HAUC does not require307
the ROC curve to be rotated in order to restrict the range of true positives.308
Therefore, HAUC is conceptually simpler than partial-AUC as it just splits309
AUC into two halves, a sensitive half and a specic half. In addition, HAUC310
is perhaps less arbitrary as a precise range of operating points do not need311
to be selected. Of course, selecting e as the false positive rate where TPR312
= TNR is `arbitrary,' but it can be consistently applied and is appropriate313
where the application dictates that a sensitive (TPR > TNR) or specic314
(TNR > TPR) classier is preferred.315
The ROC curve presented in Figure 2 is a `pathological' example in that316
the curves have exactly the same AUC and cross at the operating point TPR317
= 1 - e. However, it does illustrate one of the main problems with AUC as318
a scalar measure of classier performance and ROC curves are reported to319
cross more often than they dominate (Bradley, 1997; Hand, 2009). Of course320
half-AUC is a also a scalar measure and so does not capture all aspects of321
classier performance at dierent operating points. In fact, one can envisage322
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a case of having two ROC curves that have the same AUC, HAUCSp and323
HAUCSe. However, this situation requires the ROC curves to cross at least324
twice as it implies that one ROC curve dominates the other in the middle of325
the curve (where TPR  TNR), but that the other dominates at either end of326
the curve (where TPR 1 and TNR 1). In this case, both AUC and HAUC327
predict that these two ROC curves are equivalent. In the absence of more328
precise information about suitable operating conditions (or skews) this would329
appear to be a reasonable conclusion. However, a better approach might be330
to employ an initial test of ROC curve equivalence, e.g., Bradley (2013). In331
short, while scalar measures, such as AUC and HAUC are extremely useful,332
especially when there are more than two classiers to compare, they do not333
convey all of the information present in the underlying ROC curves.334
Like AUC, the statistical interpretation of HAUC, developed in Sec-335
tion 3.1, is limited by being a ranking measure only. However, the addition336
of a constraint on the false positive rates in Equations 10 and 11 at least337
gives this probability of correct ranking a context based on the application338
domain. In addition, while we have presented HAUC primarily as a measure339
of classier performance, future work could explore its utility in detecting340
unbalanced ROC curves (e.g., as per Figure 2) that can be combined via341
the ROC convex hull methodology (Fawcett, 2006). In this way, a sensitive,342
but not specic classier can be combined with a specic, but not sensitive343
classier to produce a combined classier that has both high sensitivity and344
specicity.345
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6. Conclusions346
This paper has described a straight-forward variation on partial-AUC,347
which we call half-AUC (HAUC). We demonstrate that HAUC, as scalar348
measure of classier performance, can oer additional insight into the eval-349
uation of classiers. This is especially the case in applications where it is350
known that during deployment a classier should produce a higher detection351
rate on one class compared to the other, i.e., produce a TPR > TNR or vice352
versa. We show that HAUC can be interpreted as the probability of correct353
ranking under this constraint and demonstrate its utility on examples where354
one ROC curve has a superior sensitivity or specicity when compared to355
another ROC curve.356
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